Proposition 1. ß* (X, E) = UJD(E), S(E)) as U^ modules.
Proof. Let 9: ß* (X, E) -U¿D(E), S(E)) be defined by d(Al; /; /) = (D(f*E); f ; 77*/), where / is the map from f*E to E induced by /, and D (resp. S) denotes the disc (resp. sphere) bundle. Note that the tangent bun-die of f*E, T(f*E), is 77*T(/*E)|A1 = 7r*(T(Al) ©/*E), where 77: f*E -Al, and hence the stable complex structure / induces a stable complex structure 27*/ on f*E. Clearly, 6 is a well-defined U^ homomorphism.
Let tp: U^D(E), S(E)) -» ß* (X, E) be defined as follows: an element Example. Let G be a compact Lie group and let ad: G -> 0(n) be the adjoint representation. Let E -> BG be the vector bundle induced by Bad:
BG -» B0(n). Then ß^(ßG, E) = UJiD(E), 5(E)). Thus / provides a stable almost complex structure on P which is preserved by the G action. Conversely, if P has a stable almost complex structure preserved by the free action of G, T(P)/G has such a structure.
Corollary. // HJiBG) is torsion free then Q/£(BG, E) is a free IL module for any orientable bundle E. 
